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ABBREVIATIONS  

ABBRIVATION  DEFINITION  

RPP  Rajasthan Payment Platform  

Merchant  Department/Application who wants to integrate with RPP  

Bank/Aggregator  
The facilitator provides net banking, credit card, debit 
card and wallet facilities from the various bank.  
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RAJASTHAN PAYMENT PLATFORM  

INTRODUCTION  

The State IT Policy, 2015 Rajasthan lays emphasis on taking a holistic view of e-Governance 

initiatives across the State and departments, integrating them into a collective vision and a 

shared cause. E-enablement of all public services is one of the steps in this direction to 

include e-submission of forms, electronic workflows, e-payments, use of DSC, online SMS 

based status tracking and final delivery of services through e-means.  

One more step towards compliance with the e-Governance vision of the State, a common 

platform named - Rajasthan Payment Platform - has been developed to be utilized by all 

departments for facilitating its users/citizens for making payment against services offered 

on their website/application.  

Currently, to facilitate online payment facility to their citizens in availing services on their 

website/application, departments need to undergo the extensive process of selection of 

partners, signing of agreements with them and finally doing technical integrations to get 

things onboard.  

Under Rajasthan Payment Platform, departments will be facilitated in following ways-  

• RISL will sign the Agreement with banks/payment gateways for PG services. No 

department need to sign a separate agreement with any aggregator/bank. Signing 

of contract, a central level will facilitate best (lowest) rate for citizens across all 

methods of payment – net banking/credit card/debit card/ wallet.  

• The department will do a single integration with RISL for payment gateway services.  

• Quick & easy setup - Standardize plug in play solution for payment gateway 

integration.  

• RISL will provide technical support to implement the solution in different 

technologies.  

• The funds collected against the services of the department will be credited directly 

to their Account as per the terms and conditions specified in the agreement with 

RISL.  

• Easy account reconciliation between department and bank/aggregator with help in 

dispute resolution by RISL team.  

• Detailed MIS reporting via RPP portal and portal of bank/aggregator.  

  
  

PROCESS FLOW  

Step 1: Citizen click "Make Payment" button on the merchant application.  
Step 2: Merchant securely transfers transaction detail to RPP over the Internet.  
Step 3: RPP receives transaction detail and provides a list of banks, cards and wallets to 

the citizen for further selection. Accordingly, RPP formats request and send the 

same to the respective bank/gateway for further action.  
Step 4: Citizen makes payment at bank/ aggregator Step 

5: Bank/ aggregator provide payment details to RPP.  

Step 6: RPP process the payment details, logs the same and routes the response to the 

merchant application with details received from bank/aggregator along with RPP 

transaction details.  
PREREQUISITES  

Before proceeding for integration, the department will provide a filled-in form (Annexure -

A) and in return, RPP will provide following details so that integration can proceed-  

• Merchant Code  
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The unique code generated by RPP for each merchant  

  

• Checksum Method  

The cryptographic (secure) hash function used to generate the checksum.  

  

• Salt/Checksum Key  

A secret key provided to the merchant for checksum calculation  

  

• Encryption Method  

The symmetric encryption algorithm that is used for encryption and decryption of 

the data  

• Encryption Key  

A secret key provided to the merchant by the RPP to encrypt and decrypt the values   
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    PART A: TRANSACTION INITIATION    

TRANSACTION URL  

The merchant needs to POST the payment request on the RPP URL’s (Annexure –B)  

  

REQUEST FORMAT  

Payment request can be sent to RPP in either of the 2 following request formats – Format A 

or Format B  

  

A. Format A - Post request without encryption  

In this format, merchant post the transaction details on the RPP’s Transaction 
URL without using any encryption HTML form  

<form action="<Transaction >" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PRN" value="<PRN>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="REQTIMESTAMP" value="<REQTIMESTAMP>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PURPOSE" value="<PURPOSE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="AMOUNT" value="<AMOUNT>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="SUCCESSURL" value="<SUCCESSURL>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="FAILUREURL" value="<FAILUREURL>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CANCELURL" value="<CANCELURL>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CALLBACKURL" value="<CALLBACKURL>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="USERNAME" value="<USERNAME>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="USERMOBILE" value="<USERMOBILE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="USEREMAIL" value="<USEREMAIL>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF1" value="<UDF1>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF2" value="<UDF2>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF3" value="<UDF3>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="OFFICECODE" value="<OFFICECODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="REVENUEHEAD" value="<REVENUEHEAD>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CHECKSUM" value="<CHECKSUM>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CURRENCY" value="<CURRENCY>" />  
<button type="submit">Submit</button>  

</form>  

  
Refer Annexure-C for parameter details and Annexure–E for checksum related requirement  

  

B. Format B - Post request with encryption  

In this format, merchant post only two parameters named "MERCHANTCODE" and 

"ENCDATA", Where "MERCHANTCODE" is a plain string and "ENCDATA" is the encrypted JSON 

string containing the transaction details.   
How to create ENCDATA?  

  
Step 1: Create the JSON string with request parameters like below  

  

{  
"MERCHANTCODE": "<MERCHANTCODE>",  
"PRN": "<PRN>",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "<REQTIMESTAMP>",  
"PURPOSE": "<PURPOSE>",  
"AMOUNT": "<AMOUNT>",  
"SUCCESSURL": "<SUCCESSURL>",  
"FAILUREURL": "<FAILUREURL>",  
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"CANCELURL": "<CANCELURL>", 

“CALLBACKURL":"<CALLBACKURL>",  

"USERNAME": "<USERNAME>",  
"USERMOBILE": "<USERMOBILE>",  
"USEREMAIL": "<USEREMAIL>",  
"UDF1": "<UDF1>",  
"UDF2": "<UDF2>",  
"UDF3": "<UDF3>",  
"OFFICECODE": "<OFFICECODE>",  
"REVENUEHEAD": "<REVENUEHEAD>",  
"CHECKSUM": "<CHECKSUM>",  
"CURRENCY": "<CURRENCY>"  

}  

  

Example:  

{  
"MERCHANTCODE": "RTI2016",  
"PRN": "1256895",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "20161008125115100",  
"PURPOSE": "Online purchase",  
"AMOUNT": "126.00",  
"SUCCESSURL": "http://dept.com/paysuccess.aspx",  
"FAILUREURL": "http://dept.com/payfailure.aspx",  
"CANCELURL": "http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx",  

"CALLBACKURL": "http://dept.com/callback.aspx", 

"USERNAME": "Department",  
"USERMOBILE": "999999999",  
"USEREMAIL": "contactus@dept.com",  
"UDF1": "sample 1",  
"UDF2": "sample 2",  
"UDF3": "sample 3",  
"OFFICECODE": "HQ",  
"REVENUEHEAD": "ProductFee-100.00|MerchantComm-26.00",  
"CHECKSUM": "620EFE4177F0EEB3A15014090D97208B",  
"CURRENCY": "INR"  

}  

  

Refer Annexure-C for parameter details and Annexure–E for checksum related 
requirement  

  
Step 2: Encrypt the JSON string created in Step 1.  

  

Example:  

If encryption method is AES256 and encryption key is 1234 than encrypted string of 

above string will be like below  

  

pgwKwrVjENfXoJb+7V+P7GQyjQOUoduImcnWl7X6WNerQxamF6lWIrxa21mvEqflrze 

ixTp3HTq3QlxJ82SLjCVPhAou3SaI3vAOfihwAkQb5xNe2+/uLhmIStSiPbUa4PacDpDj 

NRbmJe8j+Gkptn9/QMiigAhH3Bq4rVG0WTDxqDC5m8mMUA/9pvdu7vNs2GxHTXjNs 

C7G8pR3k4tetcSAIxIWAsZsVqGE9/S6r/0zXX0Te2e0StHwBhvBc3m1//bccLbLynQwz 

wXAHqZ+oqQW26lK/NNozUcrP0IYMISTaqQYWAp8xWCmPiWdCKT8vJErdHmUYebEA 

TJMes/jAuIJ4L4Y/vi0ivvuSnV5DzXcSTte8vFRxh1YRP3janymgHrIPPNgkjUtiP6IepGgt 

vhqXp+10EVWwUiRzj+ACjRAWkjXktfWFVIvmhT4nEbDUVSCgnEMQM7eIt8/X6YN2Qh 

wzW3QmIRReH0Uds8NrniTHd8zR7tHU8692TmnIZzssxtnYHVYr1Aj7HKZyElYfNYpmu 

http://dept.com/paysuccess.aspx
http://dept.com/paysuccess.aspx
http://dept.com/payfailure.aspx
http://dept.com/payfailure.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
http://dept.com/paycancel.aspx
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qDdFLMBOdCmx811fVKBd+JMujLNwxB7zzhdLf6yxkU8IsWQ5Vq/oc3z4P+1UFyhBH8 

5pkmpnMu4lKuVN39itP++4C4RnAxttiX4DhKUSPdgUsb88EXzjBwq9KPuYV64CxQhU8  
Qap0F52cjYTqDtXUPPCvNUzdF+DvF4tJ1O6UtV24BdTLFYC66rNNq/w==  

  
Above encrypted string should be passed as "ENCDATA" parameter  

Passing of data in HTML Form  

<form action="RPP_TRANSACTION_URL" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE Value>" >  
<input type="hidden" name="ENCDATA" value="<ENCDATA Value>" >  
<button type="submit">Submit</button>  

</form>   

NOTE:  

Request format cannot be changed at runtime. Suppose merchant is configured to use Format A than 

Format B cannot be used for sending the payment request or vice versa.   
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    PART B: TRANSACTION RESPONSE    

RESPONSE FORMAT  

According to the request formats (Format-A or Format-B), RPP will send a response - in 

Format-A or Format-B  

  

A. Format A - Post request without encryption  

In this format, RPP posts the payment details along with transaction details on the 

Merchant’s SUCCESS/FAILURE/CANCEL URL without using any encryption. Merchant 

needs to read parameters from “FORM” object of Request. Sample Html form request 

from RPP to merchant  

<form action="<MERCHANT RESPONSE URL>" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="REQTIMESTAMP" value="<REQTIMESTAMP>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PRN" value="<PRN>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="AMOUNT" value="<AMOUNT>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RPPTXNID" value="<RPPTXNID>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RPPTIMESTAMP" value="<RPPTIMESTAMP>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PAYMENTAMOUNT" value="<PAYMENTAMOUNT>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="STATUS" value="<STATUS>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PAYMENTMODE" value="<PAYMENTMODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PAYMENTMODEBID" value="<PAYMENTMODEBID>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP" 

value="<PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RESPONSECODE" value="<RESPONSECODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RESPONSEMESSAGE" value="<RESPONSEMESSAGE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF1" value="<UDF1>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF2" value="<UDF2>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="UDF3" value="<UDF3>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CHECKSUM" value="<CHECKSUM>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="CURRENCY" value="<CURRENCY>" /> 

</form>  

  
Refer Annexure-D for parameter details and Annexure–E for checksum related 
requirement  

  

B. Format B - Post request with encryption  

In this format, RPP returns only three parameters namely - "MERCHANTCODE", "STATUS" 

and "ENCDATA".  

Just be checking "MERCHANTCODE" and "STATUS" field, the merchant can check the 

status of the transaction and can act accordingly. For more details, it is required to 

decrypt the "ENCDATA" parameter and get more details in JSON string containing the 

payment & transaction details.  

Values in plain ENCDATA are as follows -JSON string containing the transaction and 

payment details  

{  
"MERCHANTCODE": "<MERCHANTCODE>",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "<REQTIMESTAMP>",  
"PRN": "<PRN>",  
"AMOUNT": "<AMOUNT>",  
"RPPTXNID": "<RPPTXNID>",  
"RPPTIMESTAMP": "<RPPTIMESTAMP>",  
"PAYMENTAMOUNT": "<PAYMENTAMOUNT>",  
"STATUS": "<STATUS>",  
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"PAYMENTMODE": "<PAYMENTMODE>",  
"PAYMENTMODEBID": "<PAYMENTMODEBID>",  
"PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP": "<PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP>",  
"RESPONSECODE": "<RESPONSECODE>",  
"RESPONSEMESSAGE": "<RESPONSEMESSAGE>",  
"UDF1": "<UDF1>",  
"UDF2": "<UDF2>",  
"UDF3": "<UDF3>",  
"CHECKSUM": "<CHECKSUM>"  
"CURRENCY": "<CURRENCY>"  

}  

  

Refer Annexure-D for parameter details and Annexure–E for checksum related requirement  

  
Method to process data in ENCDATA variable -  

Step 1: Decrypt the value of parameter ENCDATA with Encryption Method and  
Encryption Key used to generate the ENCDATA parameter of Request Format B  

  

Example:  

Suppose below string is posted to merchant's Return URL  

  
pgwKwrVjENfXoJb+7V+P7MVCz/tbMDdZ3QlUQs/HS3E6C11UNB7/MiDTEQh3bmI9lloo 

W8ZBLr7GgtuoHDu+P1G6Qhtv9TiRGJvI/Xp+uuvAuJqI+YWDIj40yr7DHWS+MUvNCYsSH  
FWaFvnRgEpsWwkBOEGE6Rq5ZbQb5fNRyiXzFntqV+fqaYAV96s66y5twAUT1T+UTotfY 
Wc9wcl/9fNDtbhaj0JbT5lYZdlCfve7br84ggpCOzmVbPiKVNHZv7xXOgksOHMkUQjwhn 
c47KU1BbjHNdwIXek/BoMqr9Qp6rEJ0Qpd4jHKri2GMqZU26slkaEKLzojQqujxk2FJEm 
GeSD0DzZbh+SimPeQk8Fv90A5OoaI6y5cAf4ritmWFzBo5I73K4cHI4XOguIe3q7CXNtdjA 
7SqHg6Uwfqk+OnAv8a3TsPRwrg0R1Yex4oad/HdIDKllMLVF7UMAYWp8PlzHZArnAR66ki 
kp2cTg1xMEDwlFA3rvD6fgJvbASg4/pbzBBSzrfFmTUvwpChsoQllToy6Jl7wYj3V+8BR// 
C14sge2DJclH2XuvVOSKx4A0f7zZ2nH8Ciw5gXlbV1keqntXzXxG3o/9y4GSxo75sxVuFKF 
/vo1+usinrm8uj  

  
Decrypted Value of the above string will be  

  {  

"MERCHANTCODE": "RTI2016",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "20161008125115100",  
"PRN": "125685",  
"AMOUNT": "100",  
"RPPTXNID": "111111",  
"RPPTIMESTAMP": "20161008125115100",  
"PAYMENTAMOUNT": "100",  
"STATUS": "SUCCESS",  
"PAYMENTMODE": "BILLDESK",  
"PAYMENTMODEBID": "P256378",  
"PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP": "20161008125115100",  
"RESPONSECODE": "00",  
"RESPONSEMESSAGE": "Transaction is successful",  
"UDF1": "udf1",  
"UDF2": "udf2",  
"UDF3": "udf3",  
"CHECKSUM": "B8BE7E52F9DFB2D59964B01953CEBA18",  
"CURRENCY": "INR"  

}  
Step 2: Parse the above JSON string and take necessary actions according to values 

of STATUS and RESPONSECODE parameters   
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    PART C: TRANSACTION VERIFICATION    

Transaction verification is the server to server call carried out by the merchant application 

to check the transaction status. In some cases, transaction response posted by the RPP is 

not received by the merchant application due to a network issue, session timeout etc.  

  
To handle such cases, the merchant application can call the transaction status API provided 

by the RPP to get the transaction status.  

  

VERIFICATION URL  

Refer Annexure –C for transaction verification URL  

  

VERIFICATION REQUEST  

To check the transaction status, merchant post only the three parameters named 

"MERCHANTCODE", "PRN" and "AMOUNT".  

  

Html Form  

<form action="<RPP TRANSACTION VERIFICATION URL>" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PRN" value="<PRN>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="AMOUNT" value="<AMOUNT IN DECIMAL>" />  

</form>  

  
Refer Annexure-D for parameter details and Annexure–F for checksum related requirement  

  
Sample Request  

POST /payments/v1/services/txnStatus HTTP/1.1  
Host: RPP_HOST_NAME  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  

Cache-Control: no-cache  

  
MERCHANTCODE=<MerchantCode>&PRN=<PRN>&AMOUNT=<AmountInDecimal>  

  
VERIFICATION RESPONSE  

Verification response sent by the RPP is in either JSON or XML based on the URL suffix 

appended to the verification URL.  

  
To get JSON response append ".json" and to get XML response append ".xml" to the 

verification URL respectively.  

  

JSON Response  

{  
"MERCHANTCODE": "<MERCHANTCODE>",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "<REQTIMESTAMP>",  
"PRN": "<PRN>",  
"RPPTXNID": "<RPPTXNID>",  
"AMOUNT": "<AMOUNT>",  
"RPPTIMESTAMP": "<RPPTIMESTAMP>",  
"STATUS": "<STATUS>",  
"RESPONSECODE": "<RESPONSECODE>",  
"RESPONSEMESSAGE": "<RESPONSEMESSAGE>",  
"PAYMENTMODE": "<PAYMENTMODE>",  
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"PAYMENTMODEBID": "<PAYMENTMODEBID>",  
"PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP": "<PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP>",  
"PAYMENTAMOUNT": "<PAYMENTAMOUNT>",  
"UDF1": "<UDF1>",  
"UDF2": "<UDF2>",  
"UDF3": "<UDF3>"  

"CHECKSUM": "<CHECKSUM>",  

"CURRENCY": "<CURRENCY>"  
}  

  

XML Response  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  
<data>  

<MERCHANTCODE> MERCHANTCODE </MERCHANTCODE>  
<REQTIMESTAMP> REQTIMESTAMP </REQTIMESTAMP>  
<PRN> PRN </PRN>  
<RPPTXNID> RPPTXNID </RPPTXNID>  
<AMOUNT> AMOUNT </AMOUNT>  
<RPPTIMESTAMP> RPPTIMESTAMP </RPPTIMESTAMP>  
<STATUS> STATUS </STATUS>  
<RESPONSECODE> RESPONSECODE </RESPONSECODE>  
<RESPONSEMESSAGE> RESPONSEMESSAGE </RESPONSEMESSAGE>  
<PAYMENTMODE> PAYMENTMODE </PAYMENTMODE>  
<PAYMENTMODEBID> PAYMENTMODEBID </PAYMENTMODEBID>  
<PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP> PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP </PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP>  
<PAYMENTAMOUNT> PAYMENTAMOUNT </PAYMENTAMOUNT>  
<UDF1> UDF1 </UDF1>  
<UDF2> UDF2 </UDF2>  
<UDF3> UDF3 </UDF3>  

<CHECKSUM>CHECKSUM</CHECKSUM>  

<CURRENCY>CHECKSUM</CURRENCY>  
</data>  

  
Refer Annexure-E for parameter details and Annexure–F for checksum related requirement  

  

NOTE:  

• RPP's transaction timeout is 10 minutes. If verification call is placed before transaction timeout than you 
may receive PENDING status in response.  

• If refund is initiated for a transaction than following refund fields will be added in response  

  
"REFUNDDETAILS": {  

"RPPTXNID": "133698",  

"PRN": "RLEDBF304E7F65B6EB0C",  

"REFUNDEDAMOUNT": "260.00",  

"REMAININGAMOUNT": "0.00",  

"TRANSACTIONS": [  

{  

"REFUNDID": 442,  

"SUBORDERID": "RLEDBF304E7F65B6EB0C",  

"REFUNDAMOUNT": "260.00",  

"REFUNDACKNOWLEDGEMENTNUMBER": "3450128",  

"REFUNDSTATUS": "REFUND_ COMPLETED",  
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"REFUNDTIMESTAMP": "20170213212004693",  

"REFUNDCOMPLETIONTIMESTAMP": "20170214193827436",  

"REMARKS": "Refund completed"  

}  

]  

}   
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    PART D: TRANSACTION REFUND    

Transaction Refund and Refund Status are the server to server call carried out by the 

merchant to initiate a refund and check its status. Merchant is provided with an option to 

refund successful transaction on their request through this API  

  
To initiate a refund, the merchant needs to call the transaction Refund API provided by the 

RPP.  

  

REFUND INITIATION API URL  

Refer Annexure –C for transaction Refund Initiation API URL  

  

REFUND INITIATION API REQUEST  

To process a refund, merchant post six parameters named "MERCHANTCODE", "PRN", 

"RPPTXNID", "AMOUNT", "APINAME" and “SUBORDERID”.  

  

Html Form  

<form action="<RPP Refund Initiation URL>" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="PRN" value="<PRN>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RPPTXNID" value="< RPPTXNID >" />  
<input type="hidden" name="APINAME" value="TXNREFUND" />  
<input type="hidden" name="AMOUNT" value="<AMOUNT>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="SUBORDERID" value="<SUBORDERID>" />  

</form>  

  
Refer Annexure-G for parameter details  

  
Sample Request  

POST /payments/v1/services/txnRefund HTTP/1.1  
Host: RPP_HOST_NAME  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  

Cache-Control: no-cache  

  
MERCHANTCODE=<MerchantCode>&PRN=<PRN>&RPPTXNID=<RPPTXNID>&APINAME=TX 

NREFUND&AMOUNT=<Amount>&SUBORDERID=<SUBORDERID>  

REFUND INITIATION API RESPONSE  

Refund response sent by the RPP is in either JSON or XML based on the URL suffix appended 

to the API URL.  

  
To get JSON response append ".json" and to get XML response append ".xml" to the API URL 

respectively.  

  

JSON Response  

{  
"REFUNDID": 21,  
"SUBORDERID": "128581",  
"STATUS": "SUCCESS",  
"REFUNDSTATUS": "REFUND_ACCEPTED",  
"REFUNDTIMESTAMP": "20170127115415750",  
"REMARKS": "Refund Accepted for this transaction"  

}  
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XML Response  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  
<data>  

<REFUNDID>21</REFUNDID>  
<SUBORDERID>128581</SUBORDERID>  
<STATUS>SUCCESS</STATUS>  
<REFUNDSTATUS>REFUND_ACCEPTED</REFUNDSTATUS>  
<REFUNDTIMESTAMP>20170127115415750</REFUNDTIMESTAMP>  
<REMARKS>Refund Accepted for this transaction</REMARKS> </data>  

  

REFUND STATUS API URL  

Refer Annexure –C for transaction Refund Initiation API URL  

  

REFUND STATUS API REQUEST  

To process a refund, merchant post four parameters named "MERCHANTCODE", "APINAME",  
"REFUNDID" and "RPPTXNID". In this API merchant can pass either REFUNDID or RPPTXNID or 

BOTH to check refund status  

  

Html Form  

<form action="<RPP REFUND STATUS URL>" method="POST">  
<input type="hidden" name="MERCHANTCODE" value="<MERCHANTCODE>" />  
<input type="hidden" name=" REFUNDID" value="< REFUNDID>" />  
<input type="hidden" name="RPPTXNID" value="< RPPTXNID >" />  
<input type="hidden" name="APINAME" value=" REFUNDSTATUS" /> </form>  

  
Refer Annexure-G for parameter details.  

  
Sample Request  

POST /payments/v1/services/refundStatus HTTP/1.1  
Host: RPP_HOST_NAME  

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  

Cache-Control: no-cache  

  
MERCHANTCODE=<MerchantCode>&REFUNDID=<REFUNDID>&RPPTXNID=<RPPTXNID>&A 

PINAME=REFUNDSTATUS  

REFUND STATUS API RESPONSE  

Refund response sent by the RPP is in either JSON or XML based on the URL suffix appended 

to the API URL.  

  
To get JSON response append ".json" and to get XML response append ".xml" to the API URL 

respectively.  

  

JSON Response  

{  
"RPPTXNID": "445067",  
"PRN": "1490332428058",  
"REFUNDEDAMOUNT": "100",  
"REMAININGAMOUNT": "0.00",  
"STATUS": "SUCCESS",  
"TRANSACTIONS": [  
{  
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"REFUNDID": 444,  
"SUBORDERID": "123456",  
"REFUNDAMOUNT": "100.00",  
"REFUNDACKNOWLEDGEMENTNUMBER": "3450128",  
"REFUNDSTATUS": "REFUND_COMPLETED",  
"REFUNDTIMESTAMP": "20170324104555200",  
"REFUNDCOMPLETIONTIMESTAMP": "20170324104555200",  
"REMARKS": "Refund completed"  

}  
]  

}   

XML Response  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  
<data>  

<RPPTXNID>445067</RPPTXNID>  
<PRN>1490332428058</PRN>  
<REFUNDEDAMOUNT>100</REFUNDEDAMOUNT>  
<REMAININGAMOUNT>0.00</REMAININGAMOUNT>  
<STATUS>SUCCESS</STATUS>  
<TRANSACTIONS>  

<REFUNDID>444</REFUNDID>  
<SUBORDERID>123456</SUBORDERID>  
<REFUNDAMOUNT>100.00</REFUNDAMOUNT>  
<REFUNDACKNOWLEDGEMENTNUMBER>3450128</REFUNDACKNOWLEDGEMENTNUMBER>  
<REFUNDSTATUS>REFUND_COMPLETED</REFUNDSTATUS>  
<REFUNDTIMESTAMP>20170324104555200</REFUNDTIMESTAMP>  
<REFUNDCOMPLETIONTIMESTAMP>20170324104555200</REFUNDCOMPLETIONTIMESTAMP> 

<REMARKS>Refund completed</REMARKS>  
</TRANSACTIONS>  

</data>  

  

REFUND FILE FORMAT  

Refund file contents must contain six parameters with using delimiter | (Pipe Sign) like 

below  
MERCHANTCODE|PRN|RPPTXNID|AMOUNT|APINAME|SUBORDERID  

  
Refund file name: BANKNAME_DEPARTMENT_DATE.csv  

Sample content for refund file  

Filename: PNB_EMITRA_20170228.csv  

  
RTI2016|125685|111111|100|TXNREFUND|123123321  
EMTR2016|13245|232111|200|TXNREFUND|423423423  

  
Refer Annexure-G for parameter details  
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    PART E: WEBHOOKS    

Once the transaction has been successful at RPP, the merchant application can receive the 

server to server (S2S) push call (Webhook) in real time along with the browser-based 

response by providing the callback URL in the transaction initiation request.  

Merchant application can use the data received via push call to update the transaction status 

at its end. But care must be taken while consuming this data. Since merchant application 

might receive both S2S push response and redirection-based response around the same time.  

  
In very rare scenarios, our S2S push call pertaining to a transaction might hit merchant server 

more than once. This can happen due to network fluctuations. So, care must be taken to 

ensure that such scenarios are handled too.  

If merchant server is not reachable when we are attempting push call, then we would 

reattempt it for another 2 more times. The interval between these invocations will be 5 

and 15 minutes respectively.  

  

NOTE:  

• S2S response data would be the same as per browser-based response as mentioned in Part B: 

Transaction Response.  

• Public IPs of merchant application must be shared before. So that whitelisting can be done.  
• The S2S call would be triggered only if merchant application provided the CALLBACKURL 

parameter in transaction initiation request.   
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    PART F: FETCH TRANSACTION LIST    

Fetch Transaction List is a server to server call carried out by the merchant to check its 

transaction status. Merchant is provided with an option to fetch successful transaction on 

their request through this API. This API returns the list of Merchant successful transactions 

for a period.  

  

AUTHENTICATION  

This API is protected with http Basic Access Authentication. To access this API, Client needs 

to pass 'Authorization' header in request.  

The Authorization header is constructed as follows:  

1. The SSO Id and API secret are combined with a single colon.  

2. The resulting string is encoded using the Base64.  

3. The authorization method and a space i.e. "Basic” is then put before the encoded 

string.  

ENDPOINT (HTTP POST)  

  

UAT: https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json  

  

Live: https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json  

  

INPUT PARAMETERS  

  

Parameter Name  Data type  Mandatory  Description  

  
 merchantCode  

  
 String  

  
M  Unique Merchant Code issued 

by RPP. Ex. 1  

  
 dateIdentifier  

 String  
 Fix Value P  

  
M  

  
Pass only P.  

  
allDetails  

  
 Boolean  

  
O  

Defines that all details should of each 

transaction should be return in 

response. Specifying nothing will  

return only basic 
details  

 fromDate   String  M  YYYYMMDDhhmmss  

  
 toDate  

  
 String  

  
M  

YYYYMMDDhhmmss  

Note: - Difference between fromDate 
and toDate could not be more than 90 
days  

  

  

  

  

  

https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
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SAMPLE REQUEST  

  
POST<APIEndpoint>?fromDate=<FromDate>&toDate=<ToDate>&dateIdentifier=P&allDetails=tru 

e&merchantCode=<Merchant Code>HTTP/1.1   

Host: <Host>  

Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded string>  

  

  

OUTPUT  

{  
"status": "SUCCESS",  
"message": "1 records successfully fetched  

  
"data": [  

{  
"RPPTXNID": "RPP TXN ID 1",  
"PRN": "PRN",  
"MERCHANTCODE": "MERCHANT CODE",  
"REQTIMESTAMP": "REQUEST TIMESTAMP",  
"AMOUNT": "TXN AMOUNT IN DECIMAL",  
"TXNTIMESTAMP": "TXN TIMESTAMP",  
"PAYMENTAMOUNT": "PAID AMOUNT IN DECIMAL",  
"STATUS": "TXN STATUS",  
"PAYMENTMODE": "PAYMENT MODE",  
"PAYMENTMODEBID": "PAYMENT MODE BID",  
"PAYMENTMODETIMESTAMP": "PAYMENT MODE TIMESTAMP",  
"CURRENCY": "CURRENCY",  
"UDF1": "User defined parameter 1", "UDF2": 

"User defined parameter 2",  
"UDF3": "User defined parameter 3",  

}  
]  

}  
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 ANNEXURE-A (V20210503)  

Form – (To be filled by Department to integrate with RPP) 

 

Merchant On-boarding form for Online Funds Collection through RPP 

Organization/Department Details 

Name of Department / 

Organization 
 

Type 
 Government   Private   Board  

 Other (Please specify) __________________________ 

Address  

City  State  

Official e-Mail Id  

Nodal Officer Details (For any type of Communication) 

Name  

Designation  

Mobile No  Tel No  

Official e-Mail Id  

SSO ID (If any)  

Subscription Details (To be filled by RPP) 

Encryption Method  No Encryption  AES 256  3DES 

Checksum Method  MD5   SHA256   SHA512 

e-Mail alerts  Yes /   No 

SMS alerts  Yes /   No 

 

Annexures (Copy of Documents): 

 Certificate of Incorporation 

 Bank Account details (Where funds are to be Credited [duly sealed & signed by Bank]) 

 PAN / TAN Card of Organization/Department or Corporate Office 

 GST Registration No of Organization/Department or Corporate Office 

 ID Proof of Nodal Officer 

 PAN Card of Nodal Officer 

 _______________________________________(Specify if anything else) 

 

 

 

Signature and Seal of the HOD/ Project OIC 

Date: __________________ 
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 ANNEXURE-B (V20210503)  

 (To be issued on Entity Letterhead) 

Date: 

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

Sub: Remittance of Funds collected through Partner Bank / Institutions for ______________[Dept Name] 

Dear Sir/ Madam, 

In reference to subject mentioned, we confirm that the monies dues to us for all transactions routed through RPP be 

remitted to our account as per the details mentioned below: 
 

Bank Account Details 

Entity Name  

PAN/TAN Number  

GST Number (*)  

Beneficiary Name  

Beneficiary Bank Name  

Branch Address  

A/c Number  

IFS Code  

 
Details of Nodal Officer for Reporting of Chargeback Cases and Fund Settlements 

Name of Person with 
Designation 

 

Email Id 
(Multiple if required) 

 

Mobile 
(Multiple if required) 

 

Payment Modes Required 

Internet Banking Credit Card Debit Card UPI QR 

Note: - In case of Credit/ Debit cards as a payment mode type, department is liable to follow international norms 
for chargeback cases against their accepted payments. It is sole responsibility of department to protect chargeback 
(by providing asked documents like service delivery proof, payment receipt) cases against their payment collected 
through RPP. RPP/RISL is not responsible for any types of debit against chargeback. 

  (*): - fields are mandatory compliances. Kindly attach required documents also. 

Thanks & Regards 

For ________________________________ [Entity] 

___________________________________ 

Name: 

Designation: 

 

Bank Certificate 

This is to confirm that the above-mentioned Account details are correct. We certify that the signature 

agrees with the one on our records.  

 

Date: 

Place:           

Bank 

Seal 
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   ANNEXURE-C  

LIST OF URLS  

Transaction URL  

• Staging (Testing server) 
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/init  

  

• Production  
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/init  

  

  
Verification URL  

• Staging (Testing server) 

https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnStatus  

  

• Production  
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnStatus  

  

  
Refund Initiate API URL  

• Staging (Testing server) 

https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnRefund  

  

• Production 
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnRefund  

  

Refund Status API URL  

• Staging (Testing server) 
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/refundStatus  

  

• Production 
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/refundStatus  

 

Fetch Transaction List API URL  

• Staging (Testing server) 
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactio
ns.json 

• Production 
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json  

 

  

https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/init
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/init
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnStatus
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnStatus
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnRefund
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/txnRefund
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/refundStatus
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/payments/v1/services/refundStatus
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
https://uat.rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
https://rpp.rajasthan.gov.in/api/v1/reports/getMerchantTransactions.json
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   ANNEXURE-D 

DETAILS OF REQUEST PARAMETERS  

Parameter  
Parameter Name  

Type  

Parameter  
Constraints  

Comments/Description  

  
MERCHANTCODE  

  
Alphanumeric  Required  

Max length:32  

This is the Payee Id/ Merchant  
Code that will be issued by RPP  
Ex. TEST_3124  

  
  

PRN  

  
  

Alphanumeric  

  
  
Required  
Max length:20  

This is the Payment  
Reference  
Number - Merchant’s Transaction 

ID which should be unique for 

every transaction.  
Ex. 123456  

  
  
REQTIMESTAMP  

  
  
Alphanumeric  

  

Required  
Max length:17  

Timestamp of the transaction at 

merchant while initiating 

transaction.  
Format: YYYYMMddHHmmssttt  
Example: 20160623132359958  

  
PURPOSE  

  
Alphanumeric  Required  

Max length:50  

This is the purpose of the 
transaction that’s need be display 
to the customer.  

  

AMOUNT  

  

Numeric  

  
Required  
Max length:12  

This is the base amount. i.e. 

Merchant Transaction Amount and 

it should be in decimal only  
Example: “100.50”  
It should be considered as STRING 

  
SUCCESSURL  

  
Alphanumeric  Required  

Max length:255  

This parameter is the URL where 
RPP post final response in case of 
successful transaction.  

  
FAILUREURL  

  
Alphanumeric  Required  

Max length:255  

This parameter is the URL where 
RPP post final response in case of 
failure transaction.  

  
CANCELURL  

  
Alphanumeric  Required  

Max length:255  

This parameter is the URL where 
RPP post final response in case of 
transaction cancellation.  

  
CALLBACKURL  

  
Alphanumeric  Optional  

Max length:255  

This parameter is the URL where 
RPP post final S2S response in case 
of successful transaction.  

USERNAME  Alpha  
Required  
Max length: 50  

Name of Customer (visible to user 
doing trans)  

USERMOBILE  Numeric  
Required  
Max length: 12  

Customer's mobile number.  
(visible to user doing trans)  

USEREMAIL  Alphanumeric  
Required  
Max length: 50  

Customer's email id. (visible to 
user doing trans)  

  
UDF1  

  
Alphanumeric  

Optional  
Max length:255  

User Define Parameter, an 
additional field that merchant can 
use to send any additional 
information about the transaction. 
Note: Only following special 
characters are allowed  $#-,{}:@ 
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UDF2  Alphanumeric  
Optional  
Max length:255  Same as "UDF1"  

UDF3  Alphanumeric  
Optional  
Max length:255  Same as "UDF1"  

OFFICECODE  Alphanumeric  
Optional  
Max length:255  

  

RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE 

  
  

REVENUEHEAD  

  
  

Alphanumeric  

  
  
Optional  
Max length:255  

Head Wise Amount breakup of  
AMOUNT value. Sample Format  
("HeadName-Amt1|HeadName2-  
Amt2")  
Example String ("DEPTPAYMENT-  
100.00|SECURITY-120.00")  
RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE 

  
  

  
CHECKSUM  

  
  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
  

Required  
Max length:64  

This is the string (Checksum) 

generated on merchant’s server for 

data integrity checking.  
Ex.  
E059B24D93F38A62FDEE6BF2CAD48  
D9D5C49004713050F7783E6154FF3  
106311  

  
  
  
CURRENCY  

  
  
  
Alpha  

  

  
Optional  
Max Length:3  

ISO 4217 three letters currency 

code. This can have the following 

values only.  

• INR – Indian Rupee  
• USD - United States dollar  

  
Default value is “INR”  
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 ANNEXURE-E 

DETAILS OF RESPONSE PARAMETERS  

Parameter  
Parameter Name  

Type  

Parameter  
Constraints  

Comments/Description  

  
MERCHANTCODE  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
Max length:32  

This has the same value that 
was sent in the payment 
request.  

  
REQTIMESTAMP  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
Length:17  

  
Same as sent in request  

  
PRN  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
Max length:20  

This has the same value that 
was sent by you in the payment 
request.  

AMOUNT  Numeric  Max length:12  This is the base amount sent in 

request. It should be in decimal 

only. Example: “100.50”  

It should be considered as 
STRING 

  
RPPTXNID  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
Max length:20  

Unique transaction reference 
number generated by RPP for 
each transaction  

RPPTIMESTAMP  Alphanumeric  Length:17    

PAYMENTAMOUNT  Numeric  Max length:12  This is the amount processed by 
the RPP (100.00)  

   

STATUS  

  

 Alpha  

  This is the status of the 
payment. This will have the 
following values:  

• SUCCESS  
• FAILED  
• PENDING  
• NOTAVAILABLE 

  
PAYMENTMODE  

  
Alpha  

Max  
length:255  

This is the name of the selected 
payment mode by customer. 
Ex. Paytm/ SBI  

PAYMENTMODEBID  Alphanumeric  Max length:20  Unique transaction id of 
payment mode selected  

PAYMENTMODETIMES 
TAMP  

Alphanumeric  Max length:17  Transaction timestamp of 
payment mode selected  

  
  

RESPONSECODE  

  
  

Numeric  

  
  

Max length:4  

This is the response code for 
the transaction status.  

All codes refer to a transaction 
failure or success with each 
code representing a different 
reason for failure.  

  
RESPONSEMESSAGE  

  
Alphanumeric  

Max  
length:255  

This is the human readable 
text message associated with 
the response code.  
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UDF1  Alphanumeric  Max  
length:255  

Same as sent in request  

  
UDF2  

  
Alphanumeric  

Max  
length:255  

  
Same as sent in request  

  
UDF3  

  
Alphanumeric  

Max  
length:255  

  
Same as sent in request  

  

CHECKSUM  

  

Alphanumeric  

  

Max length:64  

This is the encrypted string 
(Checksum) generated on RPP 
server for data integrity 
checking.  

  
CURRENCY  

  
Alpha  Optional  

Max Length:3  

  
Same as sent in request  
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   ANNEXURE-F 

CHECKSUM CALCULATION  

(A) Checksum in Request  

Checksum is generated on merchant’s website/application for data integrity checking at 

RPP's end.  

For checksum generation, first you need to generate a pipe separated string of certain 

request parameters (parameter details shared in Annexure-C)  

Now encrypt the above string with the checksum method/ hash function (provided by RPP)  

RPP supports only MD5, SHA-256 & SHA-512 hash functions for checksum generation  

  

Formula for checksum generation  

CHECKSUM METHOD (MERCHANTCODE|PRN|AMOUNT|CHECKSUMKEY)  

Example:  

If MERCHANTCODE = RTI2016, PRN = 125685, AMOUNT = 100.00, CHECKSUMKEY = abcdef and 

CHECKSUM METHOD = MD5 than checksum would be calculated as below  

md5 (RTI2016|125685|100.00|abcdef)  

Amount should in decimal for checksum calculation  

  

(B) Checksum in response  

Checksum is generated at RPP's end for data integrity checking at merchant's website/ 

application  

For checksum generation, first RRP generate a pipe separated string of certain response 

parameters (parameter details shared in Annexure-D)  

Now RPP encrypt the above string with the checksum method/ hash function used in request 

checksum  

RPP supports only MD5, SHA-256 & SHA-512 hash functions for checksum generation  

  

Formula for checksum generation  

CHECKSUM METHOD (MERCHANTCODE|PRN|RPPTXNID|PAYMENT_AMOUNT  
|CHECKSUMKEY)  

  

Example:  

If MERCHANTCODE = RTI2016, PRN = 125685, RPPTXNID = 111111, PAYMENTAMOUNT = 
100.00, CHECKSUMKEY = abcdef and CHECKSUM METHOD = MD5 than checksum would be 
calculated as below  

md5 (RTI2016|125685|111111|100.00|abcdef)  

Amount should in decimal for checksum calculation  

  

It is highly recommended to validate the response checksum at merchant's end  
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 ANNEXURE-G  

DETAILS OF REFUND PARAMETERS  

Parameter Name  Parameter  
Type  

Parameter  
Constraints  

Comments/Description  

 MERCHANTCODE   Alphanumeric    
Max length:32  

This is the Payee Id/ Merchant  
Code that will be issued by RPP  
Ex. TEST_3124  

  
  

PRN  

  
  

Alphanumeric  

  
  

Length:20  

This is the Payment  
Reference  
Number - Merchant’s  
Transaction ID which should be 

unique for every transaction.  
Ex. 123456  

  
RPPTXNID  

  
Alphanumeric  

  
Max length:20  

Unique transaction reference 
number generated by RPP for 
each transaction  

  

AMOUNT  

  

Numeric  

  

Max length:12  

This is the base amount. i.e. 
Merchant Transaction Amount 
and it should be in decimal only 
Example: 100.50  

APINAME  Alphanumeric  Fixed Value  TXNREFUND  

SUBORDERID  Alphanumeric  Length:20  Unique Refund Id generated at 
merchant’s end.  
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 ANNEXURE-H  

ERROR CODES AND THEIR MEANING  

Module Code Description 

Payments 1000 Request could not be processed due to some error in request 

Payments 1001 Merchant Code is missing/ blank 

Payments 1002 Invalid Merchant Code 

Payments 1003 Merchant is not active 

Payments 1004 Transaction is not allowed 

Payments 1005 Transaction verification is not allowed 

Payments 1006 Merchant Code is expired or not activated 

Payments 1007 PRN is missing/ blank 

Payments 1008 Non alpha numeric character found in PRN 

Payments 1009 Length of PRN should be between 6 and 20 characters 

Payments 1010 Duplicate PRN 

Payments 1011 Another transaction has already been processed with given PRN. 

Payments 1012 Request timestamp is missing/ blank 

Payments 1013 Invalid Request timestamp 

Payments 1014 Purpose is missing/ blank 

Payments 1015 Only Alphanumerics and spaces are allowed in purpose 

Payments 1016 Amount must be in valid format 

Payments 1017 10 digits before decimal and 2 digits after the decimal are allowed 

Payments 1018 Amount cannot be zero or less than zero 

Payments 1019 Amount is not in permitted range 

Payments 1020 Success URL is missing/ blank 

Payments 1021 Invalid Success URL 

Payments 1022 Failure URL is missing/ blank 

Payments 1023 Invalid Failure URL 

Payments 1024 Cancel URL is missing/ blank 

Payments 1025 Invalid Cancel URL 

Payments 1026 Invalid Callback URL 

Payments 1027 User name is invalid or has more than 50 characters 

Payments 1028 User mobile is missing/ blank 

Payments 1029 User mobile is invalid or has more than 12 characters 

Payments 1030 User email is invalid or has more than 50 characters 

Payments 1031 Invalid UDF1 parameter 

Payments 1032 Invalid UDF2 parameter 

Payments 1033 Invalid UDF3 parameter 

Payments 1034 Checksum parameter is missing/ blank 

Payments 1035 Checksum Mismatch 

Payments 1036 Invalid Gateway Id 

Payments 1037 Invalid currency or currency not supported by merchant. 

Payments 1051 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1052 No gateway is available for payment collection. 

Payments 1053 Multiple gateway id cannot be provided in the request. 

Payments 1055 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1056 Something unexpected has happened. 
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Payments 1061 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1062 Something unexpected has happened. 

Payments 1063 Currency not supported by the payment gateway. Please chose different 
option 

Payments 1063 Selected payment gateway can't be used by this mode 

Payments 1064 Invalid payment method 

Payments 1065 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1066 We're having trouble in connecting to the payment gateway. Please try again 
after a while. 

Payments 1067 Timeout occurred while connecting to the payment gateway. Please check 
the transaction status before initiating a new transaction 

Payments 1068 Currency not supported by the payment gateway. 

Payments 1069 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1070 Something unexpected has happened. 

Payments 1071 Your session has expired. 

Payments 1081 Transaction could not be processed at this time. Your session has expired. 

Payments 2001 Session not found. 

Payments 2002 Your session has expired. 

Payments 2003 Invalid Payment Method 

Payments 2004 Invalid Transaction 

Payments 2005 Checksum Mismatch 

Payments 2006 Something has happened while checking the transaction status. However, 
Merchant will be notified about this transaction by other means 

Payments 2007 Could not connect to payment gateway to confirm the transaction status. 
However, Merchant will be notified about this transaction by other means 

Payments 2008 Your transaction could not be processed due to an error. Please contact 
merchant 

Payments 2008 Your transaction could not be processed due to an error. Please contact 
merchant 

Payments 2009 User cancelled the transaction 

Payments 2010 We've not received the response from payment gateway in given stipulated 
time. However, Merchant will be notified about this transaction by other 
means 

Payments 3001 Your session has been expired. However, Merchant will be notified about 
this transaction by other means 

Payments 3002 Response could not be sent due to some unexpected error. However, 
Merchant will be notified about this transaction by other means 

Payments 3003 Something unexpected has happened. Response could not be sent to 
merchant 

Payments 3051 Your session has been expired. However, Merchant will be notified about 
this transaction by other means 

Payments 3003 Something unexpected has happened. Transaction status could not be 
checked at this time 

Payments 2050 Request successfully processed. 

Payments 2051 Invalid merchant code 

Payments 2052 Payment mode is invalid or push payment is not allowed 

Payments 2053 Push payment is not allowed for the merchant 

Payments 2054 IP address in not white-listed 

Payments 2055 Content type not supported 

Payments 2056 Invalid response method 
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Payments 2057 Request could not be processed due to an error 

Payments 2058 Transaction id could not be found in the request 

Payments 2059 Transaction not found 

Payments 2060 Checksum received in the request is not matched. 

Payments 2061 Transaction status check service is not reachable 

Payments 2062 Transaction could not be processed due to an error 

Payments 2063 Something unexpected has happened. Request could not be processed 

Verify 4001 Invalid API name 

Verify 4002 Internal Server Error in processing your request 

Verify 5001 Invalid API Name 

Verify 5002 MERCHANTCODE is missing/blank 

Verify 5003 Invalid MERCHANTCODE 

Verify 5004 PRN is missing/blank 

Verify 5005 PRN should be alphanumeric only  

Verify 5006 Length of PRN should be between 6 and 20 characters 

Verify 5007 Amount must be in valid format 

Verify 5008 Amount could not be zero 

Verify 5009 10 digits before decimal and 2 digits after the decimal are allowed in amount 

Verify 5010 Transaction not found 

Verify 5011 Amount Mismatch 

Verify 5012 Either Payment Mode is disabled or not available for verification 

Verify 5013 Payment gateway did not respond in time. Please try again after a while 

Verify 5014 We're having trouble in connecting to the payment gateway. Please try again 
after a while 

Verify 5015 Request could not be processed at this time due to an error. Please try again 
after a while 

Verify 5016 Verification is disallowed for the payment mode opted for this transaction.  

Refunds 5051 Invalid API Name 

Refunds 5052 MERCHANTCODE is missing/blank 

Refunds 5053 PRN is missing/blank 

Refunds 5054 PRN should be alphanumeric only  

Refunds 5055 Length of PRN should be between 6 and 20 characters 

Refunds 5056 Refund amount must be in valid format 

Refunds 5057 Refund amount could not be zero 

Refunds 5058 10 digits before decimal and 2 digits after the decimal are allowed in amount 

Refunds 5059 RPPTXNID is invalid. 

Refunds 5060 SUBORDERID is invalid. 

Refunds 5061 Invalid MERCHANTCODE 

Refunds 5062 Merchant is not active 

Refunds 5063 MERCHANTCODE is expired 

Refunds 5064 Refund is not allowed for your merchant 

Refunds 5065 Partial refund is not allowed for your merchant 

Refunds 5066 Transaction not found 

Refunds 5067 Only successful transaction can be refunded 

Refunds 5068 Payment mode opted for this transaction is not configured to refund 

Refunds 5069 Refund is not allowed for payment mode opted for this transaction 

Refunds 5070 Partial refund is not allowed for payment mode opted for this transaction 

Refunds 5071 SUBORDERID is duplicate 
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Refunds 5072 Transaction has already been fully refunded 

Refunds 5073 Refund amount should be less than or equal to the remaining amount 

Refunds 5074 Split payment transaction can be refunded through only split payment 
refund API. 

Refunds 5075 Refund amount must be greater than zero 

Refunds 5076 IP Address is not authorized to refund this transaction. 

Refunds 5076 Error occurred in saving the refund details. Please try again after a while 

Refunds 5077 Request could not be processed at this time due to an error. Please try again 
after a while 

Refunds 6001 Invalid API Name  

Refunds 6002 MERCHANTCODE is missing/blank 

Refunds 6003 RPPTXNID and REFUNDID both are missing/blank 

Refunds 6004 Refund not initiated for the given merchant transaction combination 

Refunds 6005 Request could not be processed at this time due to an error. Please try again 
after a while 

 


